Epistatic interactions can frustrate and shape evolutionary change 1,2 3-7 . Indeed, phenotypes may fail to evolve because essential mutations can only be selected positively if fixed simultaneously 5, 8, 9 . How environmental variability affects such constraints is poorly understood. Here we studied genetic constraints in fixed and fluctuating environments, using the Escherichia coli lac operon as a model system for genotypeenvironment interactions. The data indicated an apparent paradox: in different fixed environments, mutational trajectories became trapped at sub-optima where no further improvements were possible, while repeated switching between these same environments allowed unconstrained adaptation by continuous improvements. Pervasive cross-environmental trade-offs transformed peaks into valleys upon environmental change, thus enabling escape from entrapment. This study shows that environmental variability can lift genetic constraint, and that trade-offs not only impede but can also facilitate adaptive evolution.
It is widely believed that epistatic interactions can direct evolutionary change 1 . Epistasis has been implicated in shaping RNA 10 and protein 4, 6, 7 sequences, sensing 5 and translation 11 functions, as well as developmental programs 12 and speciation [13] [14] [15] . Indeed, phenotypes may fail to evolve not because they are impossible biochemically or physically, but because essential mutations are mutually dependent, and must be fixed simultaneously to be selected positively 5, 8, 9 . How the constraining effects of such genetic interactions are affected by environmental variability remains poorly understood. It has been shown that mutational effects [16] [17] [18] [19] and epistasis itself 20, 21 can depend on the environment, that bacterial resistance evolution can be contingent on the rate of antibiotic increase 22 , and that adaptation in silico can be accelerated by environmental change [23] [24] [25] . These observations suggest that environmental variability may not only produce variable selection, but could also control phenotype accessibility and stasis.
To investigate how environmental variability affects genetic constraints, we focused on a model system for genotype-environment interactions, the lac regulatory system of E. coli. Its physiology has been studied extensively: in the presence of lactose, expression of the lac genes allows E. coli cells to import and metabolize lactose, while in the absence of lactose, repression of these genes limits physiological costs 26, 27 .
The ability to regulate lac expression relies on the binding of the lac repressor to the lac operator DNA upstream of the coding region. We surmised that the co-evolution of such protein-DNA interfaces could be constrained by epistatic interactions. In lock-key recognition, mutating either lock or key is expected to lead to recognition loss 2, 9 . At the same time, mutating both lock and key may produce a different, bettermatching pair. Indeed, the lac transcription factor phylogeny suggests extensive historic adaptation of the repressor-operator interface, and reveals multiple homologous repressors that bind specifically to their cognate operator 28, 29 .
Mutational analysis of the lac repressor-operator interface has shown that two repressor residues and four operator bases control binding specificity ( Fig. 1a and b ) 30, 31 . We constructed repressor and operator variants in these sites, and assayed them in the two contrasting conditions of lac regulation. We quantified the ability to repress the lac genes (R) as the inverse of the measured lac expression level in the absence of inducing ligand (Fig. 1c, Methods) . The ability to express the lac genes (E) was quantified by the measured lac expression level in the presence of ligand (Fig. 1c) . Note that the repression ability (R) is thus not the inverse of the expression ability (E). We identified two repressor-operator pairs, denoted as MK:acca and YQ:tggt (Fig. 1c) , for which the fold-changes between the induced and non-induced expression level RE were substantial (6 and 55 respectively), with E being approximately equal but R about 20-fold lower for MK:acca. The MK:acca genotype is thus able to regulate lac expression, but can improve repression ability by mutating the repressor (MK to YQ) and operator (acca to tggt).
We investigated the interaction between non-cognate pairs by swapping around the two operators. R was found to be low for MK:tggt and YQ:acca (100 to 200-fold lower than for the cognate pair YQ:tggt). These data were consistent with the reciprocal sign epistasis hypothesised for lock-key interactions: exchanging either of the binding partners leads to binding loss, but changing both can restore it. This notion was supported by the overall expression levels for the intermediate MK:tggt and YQ:acca, which were high and unresponsive to ligand (RE = 1). However, while the presence of reciprocal sign epistasis is required, it is not sufficient to constrain phenotypes on sub-optima How does environmental variability affect these constraints? We first explored this question with individual trajectories starting with MK:acca. For instance, R could be increased through an operator mutation (MK:acca to MK:tcca) in the environment without ligand, but then remained trapped because the other mutations yielded no further improvements ( Fig.3a and Supplementary Fig. 2 ). However, switching to the other environment opened up various trajectories that increased E, such as the repressor mutation MK:tcca to MQ:tcca. The system became trapped again on a suboptimum after a further increase in E (MQ:tcca to MQ:tgca). Switching back to the first environment now allowed escape, and provided access to YQ:tggt by increasing R. We found that a significant fraction of the direct trajectories (21%) became accessible in this manner ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Thus, mutational pathways that failed to confer gradual optimization in either constant condition could do so when alternating between these same conditions.
These findings cannot be understood from genotype x environment interactions that alter the magnitude of the mutational effect, as they would affect only the depth of constraining valleys. Rather, they can be explained by cross-environmental tradeoffs, in which increases in R occur at the expense of decreases in E, and vice versa, increases in E lead to decreases in R (Fig. 3b) . Such tradeoffs were pervasive (85% of all mutations, Fig. 3c, Supplementary Fig. 4 ), and can be understood mechanistically. For example, a low but significant level of repression can be maintained in the presence of inducer through residual binding 32 . We found that for several genotypes (22) , the induced expression level was significantly lower than the highest measured level for the involved operator; consistent with the idea that induced repressors can reduce expression. Mutations that increase both this residual repression as well as the repression without inducer, as for instance achieved by overall increases in repressor-operator affinity, lead to opposite effects on R and E, and hence to cross-environmental trade-offs ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ).
The cross-environmental trade-offs have important consequences for the relation between constraints in different conditions. We find multiple local optima for each of the two environments (3 in R and 13 in E), but none coincided at the same genotype. This feature allowed trajectories to repeatedly 'surf' ascending slopes in a ratchet-like mechanism: once trapped on a local optimum, waiting for an environmental change enabled repositioning on a new ascending slope. Thus, the fluctuating environment goes beyond providing a fluctuating selection strength, and rather opens up new trajectories by inverting the selective effect of mutations.
To assess the robustness of this evolutionary mode systematically for different conditions we extended a fixed-environment Markov approach 33 to include environmental fluctuations (Fig. 4a-c Supplementary Fig. 6 and 7 ). We consider a discrete-time Moran process in the strong selection weak mutation (SSWM) regime, in which trajectories can be of arbitrary length and allow mutational reversals (Methods) 34, 35 . Consistent with the observed constraint in fixed conditions (Fig. 2) , we found that the rate to access YQ:tggt from MK:acca (k e ) was null for either constant environment (Fig. 4d) .
However, k e was consistently above zero when the environmental fluctuation rate k f was lower than the mutation rate k m (Fig. 4d , blue and green lines) and maximized when k f = k m , consistent with previous related work 25 . This can be understood as follows: for k f << k m the waiting time for an environment-triggered escape is long, while for k f >> k m , there is an effective averaging over the two environments, which remains constraining.
Environmentally triggered escape was robust to changes in switching time between environments (Fig. 4d) , as well as to the known non-linearity in the relation between lac expression and cellular growth rate (Supplementary Text 7, Supplementary Fig. 8 ) 26, 36 . The mechanism broke down only when lac expression costs outweighed the benefits in the inducing environment, which is inconsistent with experimental observations 26, 27 . Overall, these results showed that trade-offs can promote adaptive evolution in fluctuating conditions.
In summary, we report a mode of evolution in which phenotypes can break away from genetic constraints.
In the presence of tradeoffs, environmental fluctuations can 'ratchet' phenotypes across valleys by continuous improvements. As environmental fluctuations and trade-offs are ubiquitous, this adaptive mechanism may well be relevant to a broad range of evolutionary transitions, and could have implications for clinical multi-drug protocols as well as evolutionary engineering.
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